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Hidroaysén – Teaching Notes 

 

If Hidroaysén were constructed it would become one of the most efficient hydroelectric power plants 

in the world. In a country with a rapid energy consumption growth, and no domestic energy sources other 

than renewables, a project like Hidroaysén would be fundamental for closing the gap between energy 

supply and demand. With Chile’s 5-year average energy prices more than doubling that of the US, and 

expected to be more than double from that of Argentina, Brazil, Perú, Colombia and other countries in the 

region, increasing energy capacity at competitive prices is one of Chile’s major concerns. Loss of 

competitiveness in the region and with its stronger exporters (China and US), could affect the countries’ 

GDP growth expectations. Importing energy has proven to be a failure (from the Argentinean gas crisis). 

Nuclear plants are still unconceivable in Chile due to its seismic history, and alternative sources such as 

biogas, wind and solar, are too small to solve the problem. Coal fired-power plants are not welcomed by 

the general public. Thus, hydroelectric power seems to be Chile’s most feasible solution. Understanding 

this is a key factor for the case.  

However, even though many businesses and governmental offices foresee the crises, the general 

population in Chile does not. The environmental damage that Hidroaysén’s 5 power plants and the 1,250 

miles of transmission lines would do in a beautiful and pristine landmark in Chile has become unjustifiable 

for a large portion of Chileans. As political pressure falls over government to halt the project, uncertainty 

becomes a fundamental driver of the case.  

Were the project backed by the government and the general public, it would be extremely attractive 

for investors and for the country’s economy. The singularities of the rivers make them a perfect target for 

damn construction, with predictable water-flows that would turn into reliable cash flows.  

 

Project Risks 

It is important to understand that the uncertainty of the project changes throughout the different 

stages, as some risks are being resolved. A reasonable way to think on the project is in 3 different phases: 

Development, Construction and Operation. On our approach, we have identified the following sources of 

uncertainty that conform the total risk:     

Financial Risk 

In a project of this magnitude, the financial risk is an important component. Throughout the different 

phases, this risk takes a stronger or a lower stand. Some factors to consider are the following: 

1. Financing. In a $10 billion investment, financing is crucial. This project is to be constructed 

in a 60/40 debt to equity structure. We foresee that given the high uncertainty in the 

primary stages of the project, equity would have to be drawn down first. Also, it is likely 

that, in order to get financing, financial institutions would require Hidroaysén to contract a 
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significant portion of its energy output (we have assumed 60% under long term PPAs at 

fixed energy prices). 

2. Spot Prices. We have assumed that approximately 40% of the project’s energy output 

would be exposed to spot prices. Though studies show that the construction of Hidroaysén 

would decrease the current average price by only 7%, the actual price decrease (or 

increase) is unpredictable. However, PPAs significantly reduce the project’s exposure to 

spot prices. 

3. Currency Exposure. Even though Chile’s national currency is the Chilean Peso, this 

project has little inflation or devaluation risk since the investment currency equals that of 

the majority of the future cash flows. Energy prices in Chile are stated in USD and the 

majority of the construction cost would also be linked to the USD. The highest exposure 

comes form labor costs, that although somewhat relevant in the initial stages of 

construction, are still a reduced component of the total investment cost and practically 

disappears once the plant becomes operational.     

Operation/Construction Risk: 

1. Engineering. The project is challenging in terms of engineering, design, civil works, and 

suppliers, adding risk to budgeting estimate.  

2. Delays. Given the complexity of the project there is a risk of income loss due to delays, 

and increased expenses as a result of the ongoing management costs. 

3. Strikes. The controversy of this project, as well as the magnitude of the investment, makes 

it more susceptible to labor strikes that could slow down the construction. 

4. Acts of God. Chile is very seismic. An earthquake or seismic activity which could affect the 

construction and o the operation of the project.   

5. Weather. Extreme dry seasons or floods could affect the flow of the rivers during the 

operational stage. 

Reputational Risk 

1. Contagion effect. Both Endesa Chile and Colbún are two very well respected companies in 

Chile. Colbún is managed by the third generation of a distinguished family in Chile: the 

Matte Family. The failure of this project could affect these companies’ reputation and their 

other related investments. This risk is very subjective and was ignored in our solution. 

2. Suppliers and Financing. Financing institutions and suppliers may be susceptive to be part 

of the project afraid that this could affect their reputation. 

Political Risk 

1. RCA. Though the generation component of the project has already been approved, the 

transmission line environmental study has not yet been submitted for approval. If the RCA 

is not obtained, the project becomes unfeasible. Obtaining the transmission line RCA is 

likely THE most significant milestone in the project as it would give green light to 

construction.  

2. Creeping Expropriation. This risk represents the possibility that current Chilean regulation 

changes. Currently Chile has a strong and lasting hands-off policy regarding energy prices 
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and market manipulation. However, the past may not reflect the future, and upcoming 

governmental officials could favor royalty charges. When projecting cash flows, this 

uncertainty increases the furtherer the projection. Also, royalties would have the most 

economic impact during the operation phase.  

3. Expropriation. Though in several Latin American countries this could represent a 

significant risk, Chile’s stability and solid institutions lessen it relative to the region. 

Environmental Risk 

Environmental impacts on the region could trigger even stronger social unrest that might result in the 

project being halted. This threat decreases significantly as the project progresses. Consequently, it is the 

development phase the one in which the environmental risk, and as a result the political risk, is more 

important. The achievement of the project depends on the success of the development period.   

The table below reflects the summarized risks for each of the different phases: 

Risk Development Construction Operations 

Financial Low High Low 

Infrastructure Low High Low 

Environmental High Medium Low 

Political High Moderate Low 

 

Financial modeling: 

 The first step to understand the complexities of evaluating Hidroaysén is to build a financial model 

using the information provided in the case plus a couple of reasonable assumptions. Key in building the 

financial model to understand that the project has essentially 3 phases: Development, Construction and 

Operation. The formulas to calculate electric conversions had been included as exhibit 21 in the case. 

Inputs of the model: 

 Budget and project schedule: The case provides a 12-year construction schedule for the project 

and outlines that the development period prior construction should take three years. The total 

CAPEX is $10 billion. A reasonable assumption is to assume that costs of each stage, power 

plants and the transmission line, would be equally distributed among the years. A better 

assumption is to use the table provided in Exhibit 22 of the case. 

 Price:  the case provides information about price levels. Students should include a portion of the 

total energy contracted at spot and the balance contracted at fixed prices under PPAs. Our 

solution assumes 60% of the energy output contracted under PPAs at 90$/MWh and the remaining 

to spot prices at 100$/MWh (in 2011 USD). In addition, students should include the capacity 

payments received which are equal to 9 $/Kw-month, as stated in the case. All prices should 

escalate by CPI.  
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 Quantity: the project’s 2,750 MW would generate an estimated of 18,430 GWh per year. This 

quantity has to be adjusted by transmission losses, according to the information provided in the 

case. In addition, projects would enter in layers, and therefore the amount of energy available per 

year would depend on the number of power plants operating that year. The project energy output 

only stabilizes after year 12. 

 Margins: the case mentions that the project’s EBITDA Margin should be between 85%-95%.  

During construction, SG&A costs are included in the CAPEX. After the construction period SG&A 

has to be estimated. Our assumption is that it is equal to 1% of sales and that operating expenses 

are 5% of sales.  

 Depreciation: Hidroaysén involves significant amount of long-term fixed assets, but it also involves 

development expenses. Capex should be parsed between development expenses and 

investments. Our assumptions are: 

o Expenses account for 80% during development and 20% during construction.  

o Depreciation will be activated only after the first of the power plants starts operations and 

will be calculated using the straight-line method over a period of 15 years. 

o A reasonable yet conservative assumption is that the depreciation expense of year 12 will 

continue in perpetuity. 

 Financing: The case gives a number of hints of what assumptions would be reasonable for the 

financing portion: 

o First, a 60/40 debt to equity financing scheme should be assumed.  

o Second, debt financing would only commence after NTP (i.e. during construction) and 

therefore the company would have already spent $200 million of equity during 

Development. 

o The project funding would require equity first and only after an aggregated equity of $3,800 

million has been contributed, lenders will start making contributions. 

o We have assumed that interests will accrue until year 6 when the first power plant starts 

generating revenues. 

o We assumed a rate of 7.5% during the construction period and of 6.25% for refinancing 

after the project has been constructed. 

o For perpetuity, the structure of the debt has been assumed to be a ‘sleeping beauty’ in 

which Hidroaysén has to make only interest payments (except when refinancing). 

o For simplicity we have assumed that Hidroaysén will not use the first operating cash flows 

to replace debt.  

 Taxes: As stated in exhibit 20 of the case, the tax rate in Chile is 20%. The expenses during the 

first years will create net operating losses (NOLs) that would be used in later years of the project.  

 

Free cash flows calculation 

 Our approach was to use the free cash flows unlevered methodology and then construct the 

levered free cash flows. On order to do so, it is necessary to estimate the cash flows statements for the 
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project as well as its balance sheet (see Exhibits 17 and 18 in the case). We then calculated the terminal 

value of the project at year 15. We cross-checked using two methodologies: 

 Multiples: We used the information provided in the case about an earlier transaction. It is 

important to raise the concern about this being a equity plus debt multiple or a pure equity 

multiple. The average yearly energy produced by such project was of 368 GWh. Hence a sensible 

multiple to use would be 415/340 $M/GWh which is equal to 1.13 $M/Gwh  This implies that 

Hidroaysén’s terminal value is 1.13 x 18,430 = $20,826 million. This figure however is in 2011 

dollars and therefore it has to be compounded for 18 years using CPI, which we have estimated in 

2.5%. Thus, $20,826*(1+2.5%)
18

 = $32,482 million. This figure is likely unlevered and therefore 

should be considered to be in the high end for the levered terminal value. 

 Perpetuity: We also used the typical perpetuity calculation taking the last FCFE and assuming a 

constant growth rate. As the project will not add any more capacity and prices are expected to 

growth with CPI, the correct growth rate to be used is the expected CPI. For the discount rate see 

discussion below. The terminal value under of the FCFE under this methodology has been 

calculated in $23,457 million. 

 

Discount rate  

 Our approach was to use different discount rates for the different phases of the project. We believe 

that using a single discount rate would not be intuitive as the risks of each phase are very different. This 

approach was only used with cash inflows. For cash outflows we decided to use face value. We explain our 

rationale below: 

Cash inflows 

 For simplification purposes, the Operations phase is considered to start in year 13 (after 

construction of the full project has been completed). The Construction phase starts at notice to proceed 

(i.e. at the moment of receiving the transmission line environmental approval) and last until finishing 

construction. Development phase starts today and last until receiving the transmission line environmental 

approval (which we have called year 0). 

Equity inflows were discounted back using essentially two different discount rates: Operations Rate and 

Construction Rate, and they were adjusted for a probability of success. Details of the methodology are 

explained below. 

We used “risk adjusted discount rate methodology”
1
 to come out with a reasonable discount rate for the 

Operations phase and for the Construction phase. Our discount rates adjusted for the project’s specific 

risks as explained in Exhibit 23 of the case. We used the following inputs: 

 30-year Treasury rate: 4.3% 

 US Credit Rating: 92.4 

 Chile’s Institutional Investor Credit Rating: 80 

 Risk premium of 5.5% 

                                                        
1 BODNAR, Gordon M; GIAMBONA, Erasmo; GRAHAM, John; HARVEY, Campbell R.; MARSTON, 

Richard C.: Managing Risk Management.  
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 Beta of 0.8 (Generation companies Beta) to the Operation phase, and of 1.5 for the Construction 

phase, to reflect additional risk. 

 According to the described methodology, we assigned scores to each risk. The exact calculations 

are shown in this teaching notes exhibit 1. 

The resulting rates are the following: 

 Operations phase: 10.26% 

 Construction phase: 16.50% 

We believe these rates are sensible for the following reasons: 

 They are levered equity discount rates. Typically, infrastructure projects in countries similar to 

Chile are discounted back using a 10% return on equity, or a 7-8% project discount rate. Thus, a 

10.26% is in the ballpark. 

 Construction is 624 bps larger than Operations. This is a significant premium. We believe that it 

makes sense, since the risks of the project during construction are incredibly large. As 

aforementioned, there exist engineering risks that could result in delays of the project, unviability of 

a portion of the project, etc.  

 This is one approach for obtaining the discount rates. However, there could be sensible alternative 

methodologies to come out with discount rates for the project. It should be noted that necessarily the 

discount rate of construction should be larger than the discount rate of operations, and that none of these 

should be lower than the rate of financing.  

 For the Development phase we decided to use a more intuitive approach, which entails assigning 

a success probability to the transmission line environmental approval. Basically we are trying to reflect the 

binary situation in which the project would be if it does not receive the transmission line approval. We 

believe this to be the main insight of the case. 

Cash outflows:  

 Equity outflows occurring during the Development phase of the project and during the first years of 

the Construction phase were taken at face value (without discounting). For simplification purposes we are 

assuming that the once a decision has been made, there is not option to stop or wait. Hence, we believe it 

would be incorrect to use a discount rate for these equity outflows as they are certain and riskless in the 

sense that they will be spent not matter what, should Hidroaysén decide to move forward.  

 Strictly speaking, the project should be valued using a real options approach (probably using 

lattices). Such approach however goes beyond the purposes of these teaching notes, which are basically 

concentrated in the discussion about discount rates. We have included, however, an analysis about the 

“value of waiting” which could be used as a first step to use a real options approach.  
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Valuation results: 

 

 

 As can be seen, with a 60% probability of obtaining the transmission line RCA, the project has a 

barely positive NPV today (beginning of Year -3). Exhibit 2 of these teaching notes shows a graphic 

representation of the methodology used to value the project. 

 

Sensitivity Analysis 

 

As seen in the Tornado Chart, the value of the project is most sensitive to the construction stage 

discount rate, which makes sense due to the following reasons:  

1. The capex is very large compared to the size of the project 

Equity IRR 17.7%

Probability of Tx line approval 60.0%

Construction Discount Rate 16.5%

Operation Discount Rate 10.3%

PV of the project at Completion (End of year 12) 19,860$    

PV of the cash inflows (Year 0 - post NTP) 4,340$      

Full Value of Construction Costs (3,800)$    

PV of the completed project at Go/no Go 205$          

Full Value of Development Costs (200)$        

Value of the project 4.75$        
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2. Under the simplifying assumption, all cash flows from year 0 to 12 (when all 5 dams are 

operational) are discounted using the construction discount rate. This is done despite the fact 

that during the 12 years dams become operational in layers.  

3. Once the terminal value is calculated, it is discounted using the construction discount rate.  

An interest point of this case is that, despite the large sensitivity to the discount rates, the value of 

the project is most dependable on the probability of approval of the transmission line. This occurs because 

the whole project depends on the RCA. 

 

 

Value in waiting 

There is value in waiting to have more information about the probability of obtaining the RCA for the 

transmission project. Hidroaysen has basically two choices: do nothing (wait until receiving more 

information) or invest in changing the probability of getting the RCA (e.g. media campaigns). The issue is 

that the most Hidroaysen invest, the larger and the sunk costs and therefore the lower is the required 

probability of success required to have a positive NPV. Also, measuring such probability is tricky and the 

project is incredibly sensible to it. 

 

Aftermath 

On May 2012, Colbún held a Board of Directors meeting in which the company decided to stop 

funding the development of the transmission line studies. The firm was reluctant to keep investing in the 

expensive project without counting with a sound national energy policy. The firm made public its intent to 

halt the project until governmental authorities provide a well-defined energy plan to which commit to.  

Endesa Chile publically stated that they would continue the funding on their own. In November 2013, 

Endesa Chile decided to remove Hidroaysén from its Financial Statement’s project pipeline. 

Although all developing costs can be considered sunk for both companies, the energy shortage in 

Chile has not improved and it is possible that some day the project is reassumed. The project has been put 
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at halt, but energy demand has not. Management team is still in place and is making efforts to resume the 

project. Whether someday the project will be completed remains uncertain.  

The purpose of this case is to illustrate the importance of capturing the risks of a project and not 

underestimating the influence of all stakeholders. The particularities of this case are that even though 

Hidroaysén, under ordinary circumstances would be highly profitable, the uncertainties of political decisions 

change the economics of the project. Understanding how to discount the project’s cash flows is critical, 

especially perceiving the different risk in the various stages of the project.  
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Teaching Notes EXHIBIT 1: Discount Rate calculations 

 

 

 

 

Risk Premium Calculation

Inputs Output Category

4.30 U.S. risk free in %

5.50 U.S. risk premium in %

92.40 Current U.S. Credit Rating

80.00 Institutional Investor country credit rating (0-100)

12.35 Anchored Cost of Equity Capital for project of average risk in country (ICCRC)

2.55 Country Risk Premium

Industry Adjustment Industry Adjustment

0.80 Beta (Industry) 1.50 Beta (Industry)

-1.10 Sector adjustment 2.75 Sector adjustment

Project Risk Mitigation (-10 to 10; where 10=risk completely eliminated, 0=average for country)

Weights Score Impact on Country Premium Weights Score Impact on Country Premium

Sovereign

Currency 0.25 9.00 -0.57 0.10 2.00 -0.05

Expropriation (creeping) 0.10 -3.00 0.08 0.05 0.00 0.00

Changes in regulation 0.10 -3.00 0.08 0.05 -5.00 0.06

Natural Disasters 0.10 -5.00 0.13 0.05 -5.00 0.06

Halt the project due to manifestations or strikes 0.15 5.00 -0.19 0.15 -8.00 0.31

Operating

Engineering issues 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.25 -10.00 0.64

Delay in the project 0.10 10.00 -0.26 0.25 -10.00 0.64

Financial

Probability of Default 0.05 10.00 -0.13 0.00 0.00 0.00

Securing financing 0.05 10.00 -0.13 0.10 10.00 -0.26

Sum of weights (make sure = 1.00) 1.00 1.00

Project Cost of Capital - Operations 10.26 Project Cost of Capital - Construction 16.50

Operations Discount Rate Construction Discount Rate
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Teaching Notes Exhibit 2: Methodology 

 

Development Construction Operations

Year -2 Year -1 Year 0 Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 Year 10 Year 11 Year 12 Year 13 Year 14 Year 15 TV

FCFE US$'M (100)     (50)          (50)        (2,429)  (1,247)  (124)     -        -        189       458       455       448       1,081   1,104   1,520   1,791   1,411   1,610   23,457 
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PV @ Roperations

Year -2 Year -1 Year 0 Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 Year 10 Year 11 Year 12 Year 13 Year 14 Year 15 TV

FCFE US$'M (100)     (50)          (50)        (2,429)  (1,247)  (124)     -        -        189       458       455       448       1,081   1,104   1,520   19,860 
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PV @ Rconstruction

Year -2 Year -1 Year 0 Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 Year 10 Year 11 Year 12 Year 13 Year 14 Year 15 TV

FCFE OUTFLOWS (100)     (50)          (50)        (2,429)  (1,247)  (124)     

FCFE INFLOWS 4,340   

Year -2 Year -1 Year 0 Year 1

FCFE OUTFLOWS (100)     (50)          (50)        (3,800)  

FCFE INFLOWS 4,340   

Face Value

Year -2 Year -1 Year 0 Year 1

FCFE OUTFLOWS (100)     (50)          (50)        

FCFE INFLOWS 540       

PV @ Rconstruction Face Value

Year -2 Year -1 Year 0 Year 1

FCFE OUTFLOWS (200)     

FCFE INFLOWS 205       
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